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The Fourth Edition of Peter G. Northouse’s bestselling Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and
Practice provides readers with a clear overview of the complexities of practicing leadership and
concrete strategies for becoming better leaders. The text is organized around key leader
responsibilities such as creating a vision, establishing a constructive climate, listening to
outgroup members, and overcoming obstacles. Three interactive components in every
chapter―self assessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action
worksheets―get readers actively involved in applying leadership concepts to their own lives.
Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully updated, highly practical Fourth
Edition includes a new chapter on how leaders can embrace diversity and inclusion, as well as
new material on the dark side of leadership and a new ethical leadership style questionnaire.

About the AuthorPeter G. Northouse is a professor emeritus of communication in the School of
Communication at Western Michigan University. For more than 25 years he taught leadership
and interpersonal and organizational communication at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels. In addition to publications in professional journals he is the author of Leadership: Theory
and Practice (9th ed.) and Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice (5th ed.) and co-
author of Health Communication: Strategies for Health Professionals (3rd ed.). His scholarly and
curricular interests include models of leadership, leadership assessment, ethical leadership, and
leadership and group dynamics. He has worked as a consultant in a variety of areas, including
leadership development, leadership education, conflict management, and health
communication. He holds a doctorate in speech communication from the University of Denver
and master’s and bachelor’s degrees in communication education from Michigan State
University. 
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Emarla2, “Damaged. The back half of the book looks to be suffering from water damage. The
contents of the book are fine and legible, but it is obviously not in the best condition.”

Charlotte, “Great experience!. Book was delivered in condition described and ready for use.
Thanks!”

Sara Llamosas, “excellent transaction. excellent transaction”

alisa shebiel, “Perfect for the use. Did the job great!”

Jessica Koehler, “Worth buying not renting. Interesting text book for one of my classes. Has
questionnaires, so I can just fill them out in book bc not rental. Came in bubble wrap in exquisite
condition. Will update review to five stars if going through the book goes well.”

DeeDee Webster, “Can you really love a textbook? Apparently so. I have been in school for
almost 2 years between my RN to BSN and now MSN. Out of all the books, I have found this
book to be the easiest read with a lot of useful information. Something that I can apply to
everyday work.  Thank you for taking the dryness out of textbook reading.”

Farnum, “Required Text for a Class. Required Text for a Class but I am glad it was reasonably
priced and it is pretty good for a textbook.”

Karl James, “Great.. Good price and nice to be able to read anywhere with Kindle app. Shame I
have no use for it after my course and can't sell it on lol”

NOA, “Great experience.. Needed this textbook for one of my university courses, textbook came
next day; in perfect condition. Also, was $10 cheaper than anywhere else, brand new. Great
experience.”

Neel Ray, “Author. Knowledgeable and inscribe”

The book by William James has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 702 people have provided feedback.
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